### Abstract

Modern remote sensing methods such as LIDAR readily generate high-resolution elevation data, which can be tens or hundreds of gigabytes in size. Several applications including erosion modeling, landslide risk assessment, stream mapping, and hydrologic modeling can benefit from this high-resolution data but elevation data point sets must
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2 Objectives

Modern remote sensing methods such as LIDAR readily generate high-resolution elevation data, which can be tens or hundreds of gigabytes in size. Several applications including erosion modeling, landslide risk assessment, stream mapping, and hydrologic modeling can benefit from this high-resolution data but elevation data point sets must first be transformed into a digital elevation models (DEMs) and derived products such a river networks or watersheds before users can conduct relevant studies. Processing these massive data sets poses a number of algorithmic challenges.

The goal of this project is to provide enhanced terrain modeling and analysis capabilities by developing sophisticated algorithms that function with massive non-standard datasets, such as point clouds, and that produce a confidence level for the results. We are developing algorithmic techniques to overcome the computational challenges encountered when processing the massive, dynamic, and heterogeneous geospatial data acquired today: We utilize approximation techniques to trade efficiency with accuracy—use hierarchies to represent the data at varying levels of detail, and rely on approximation algorithms to solve various terrain-analysis problems efficiently. To handle the massive amounts of data efficiently, we utilize recent advances in memory-aware algorithms, that is, algorithms that are specifically designed to handle data sets that do not fit in main memory of underlying devices.

3 Approach

We followed a comprehensive approach to design new techniques for terrain modeling and analysis that can handle massive amounts of heterogeneous data sets that are being updated dynamically. We rely on the following approaches:

Approximation methods. Relying on approximation techniques that effectively trade efficiency with accuracy is not only desirable but a necessity when dealing with massive datasets, especially in time critical applications. We use hierarchies to represent the 3D digital models of terrains at varying level of detail and rely on approximation algorithms to solve modeling and analysis problems efficiently. Approximation techniques often provide efficient, robust, and simple algorithms, at the cost of sacrificing the accuracy within a certain acceptable threshold. In many geometric-optimization problems, approximation is desirable and appropriate since the underlying data, acquired through physical sensors, carry certain level of uncertainty and noise. In time-critical missions, approximate solutions are actually all one can hope for because the time required to find an optimal solution is unaffordable.

Memory-aware methods. When processing massive datasets larger than the main (random-access) memory of the computation platform, the input/output communication (I/O) between fast main memory and slow disk is often the bottleneck in the computation; disks accesses are often around 106 times slower than main memory accesses. In such cases, using so-called I/O-efficient algorithms can lead to tremendous runtime improvements. I/O-efficient algorithms obtain these improvements by explicitly managing I/O between main memory and disk, and more importantly by taking advantage of the fact that data is moved between memory and disk in large contiguous blocks; by making sure all data in a block being brought into main memory is put to good use, the large disk access time is amortized over a lot of data access.
**Dynamic techniques.** Most of the current systems are tailored to batched processing of spatial data. Instead, data could be regarded as providing partial information about dynamic geometry, topology of a geographic area. Despite much work on dynamic data structures in computer science, little progress has been made in developing dynamic techniques for rapidly updating geospatial models as new data arrives. Of course, one can construct the entire structure after each update, but it will be extremely inefficient. One of the difficulties in dynamically updating digital 3D models of terrains stems from the non-local dependencies. Multidimensional analysis. Increasing efficiency of mapping technologies supports repeated surveys of topography in rapidly changing regions such as coastal areas, dune fields or battlefields. We employ multivariate approximation to generate multidimensional models of terrain dynamics from time series of point cloud data and develop new type of maps that characterize the spatial patterns of terrain dynamics/stability, including terrain evolution gradient maps and core surface maps.

### 4 Significance and Army Value

Terrain analysis is an integral part of the military intelligence preparation of the battlefield, commonly used to support both defensive and offensive operations. It consists of interpreting natural and man-made terrain features, together with the influences of weather, to determine their effects on military operations. In recent years, the potential of combat terrain information systems have been greatly enhanced by new terrain mapping technologies such as Laser altimetry (LIDAR), ground based laser scanning and Real Time Kinematic GPS (RTK-GPS) that are capable of acquiring millions of georeferenced points within short periods of time (minutes to hours). However, while acquiring and georeferencing the data has become extremely efficient, transforming the resulting massive amounts of heterogeneous data to useful information for different types of users and applications is lagging behind. Thus the full potential of new mapping technologies has not been utilized.

One of the main reasons of the large chasm between the performance of the mapping technologies and the topographic support systems is the scarcity of robust, efficient methods for terrain modeling and analysis that can handle massive datasets acquired by different technologies (with different properties such as accuracy, density, spatial distribution) and that can rapidly detect and predict changes in the model as the new data is acquired. In addition, the existing algorithms are unable to: (i) calibrate their behavior according to the constraints of the underlying machine (from high-end desktops in command centers to laptops or even handheld devices in the field), and (ii) provide information at an appropriate level of detail best suited to the user (from commanders to the soldiers in the field) while maintaining data consistency.

This project followed a vertically integrated approach that addressed the issues at all levels (from modeling to optimizing algorithms for given devices) in a unified manner in order to meet the challenges in terrain modeling and analysis.

The new algorithms provide Army with new capabilities to extract critical information such as stream networks and watershed hierarchies from large DEMs at significantly higher level of efficiency, accuracy and flexibility, and reduce the time between the data acquisition and delivery of core derived information for planning and decision making.

The multidimensional analysis of elevation data time series provides new approach to identification locations with highly unstable topography that may influence military activities.
of topography based on its sensitivity to change also provides important information on locations that need to be mapped with increased accuracy and shorter time interval.

5 Scientific Accomplishments

This report summarizes the scientific accomplishments of the project. The main focus of the project was designing and developing a scalable modular system to construct watershed hierarchies from massive high-resolution elevation data such as LIDAR data. In addition we also studied a number of fundamental geometric data structure problems. Further details can be found at the project web page: http://terrain.cs.duke.edu

5.1 From elevation data to watershed hierarchies

We considered the problem of constructing a watershed hierarchy from given elevation data—a point cloud in 3-space. We have developed and implemented an approach that has the following features: it is modular so that a user can use different models for each of the modules; it works for both TIN and grid DEMs; it is scalable to massive data sets; it allows a user to run the whole “pipeline” without any manual intervention between different stages. The pipeline or work-flow approach for developing terrain-analysis software is common in GIS. Most software packages support some way of connecting separate modules together to form pipelines, however this requires manual intervention. While a typical GIS can manage many Gigabytes of data in a collection of layers, most of the GIS modules are not designed to handle single multi-gigabyte input layers, especially the modules that must compute a global property of the input terrain, such as the river network. We are not aware of a system for constructing watershed hierarchy that supports the above four features.

Our pipeline consists of four main stages: DEM construction, removal of topological noise, extraction of river networks, and construction of the watershed hierarchy. Figure 1 shows various stages of our pipeline.

The first stage of the pipeline can construct a grid or TIN DEM — the two most widely used terrain DEMs. The subsequent stages of the pipeline work for height graphs and thus for both grid and TIN DEMs. We developed a GIS-based workflow for computation of seamless elevation grids from diverse, massive point and profile data sets acquired by modern technologies such as LIDAR, IFSARE, single and multibeam sonar and Real Time Kinematic GPS. that includes: (a) analysis of spatial properties of data in individual subsets with different sampling patterns, point densities, accuracies; (b) geometry-based point thinning; (c) identification and reduction of systematic errors, such as vertical shifts in LIDAR point clouds; (d) simultaneous computation of elevation grid, topographic parameters and random noise smoothing using spline-based approximation technique; (e) iterative approximation for areas with large data gaps.

The workflow has been developed and tested for diverse applications including computation of time series of lidar-based 0.5m resolution DEMs for sections of North Carolina (NC) coast, seamless integration of IFSARE and SRTM elevation models and gap filling for Panama, computation of seamless topobathy from lidar points clouds, single beam and RTKGPS profiles and multibeam sonar for North Carolina and Virginia coast and other applications. We have demonstrated that the predictive error of our interpolation is dependent on land cover and on bare earth surface it is lower than measurement error for wide range of interpolation parameters. The applications of our methodology has also shown that investigation of possible systematic errors, especially vertical
shifts, in multi-temporal elevation data sets is of critical importance for correct quantification of
terrain change and its spatial pattern.

Figure 1. Various stages in our pipeline constructed on the Neuse river basin: (a) LIDAR data (500M points),
(b) grid DEM at 10ft resolution, (c) flow network, (d) watershed hierarchy.

5.2 Noise removal on a DEM

The DEMs constructed (grids or TINs) may have many local minima or sinks. Some sinks in
the DEM are due to noise in either the elevation data point sample or the construction method
used, while other sinks correspond to real geographic features such as quarries, sinkholes or close
water basins with no drainage outlet. Typical flow-modeling algorithms assume that water flows
downhill until it reaches a sink. However, sinks due to noise impede the correct flow of water
and result in artificially disconnected hydrological networks. Therefore, it is important to construct
“hydrologically correct” (or hydrologically conditioned) DEMs that remove sinks due to noise.
Ideally, only those sinks due to noise should be removed while genuine sinks should be preserved.

Figure 2. (a) The terrain. (b) Flood the terrain until a steady-state is reached. (c) Partially flood the terrain.

Flooding or pit-filling is a popular method for removing sinks, which simulates uniformly pour-
ing water on the terrain until all sinks are filled and a steady-state is reached. Refer to Figure 2(a)
and (b). Typically, all sinks are filled (irrespective of their importance) so that the only remaining sink is the “outside”, which corresponds to the ocean or a global minimum. To preserve important sinks, users typically have to manually mark the important sinks as “real sinks” to distinguish them from the spurious ones. Consider the case shown in Figure 2(a). On the high level suppose there are three significant real sinks, but a number of small sinks due to noise. Traditional flooding that removes all sinks would result in Figure 2(b), but we would prefer something more like Figure 2(c) where only the small sinks are flooded.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Flow network at various persistence values: (a) persistence=0 (no flooding), (b) persistence=10 (small pits filled), (c) persistence=100 (many real pits also filled). Flow network with high persistence does not look very realistic.

We use a method based on topological persistence, originally proposed by Edelsbrunner et al.\(^1\) that ranks the significance of each sink in a DEM and allows the user to remove sinks below a certain threshold. The original algorithm is not scalable as it accesses memory in a random order. We have designed and implemented an I/O-efficient algorithm for computing the topological persistence on a DEM. Through experiments on some of the LIDAR data sets, our new algorithm is shown to be more than a hundred times faster than the previous approach. We then use this algorithm for developing a scalable flooding algorithm. See Figures 3 and 4.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3.** Flow network at various persistence values: (a) persistence=0 (no flooding), (b) persistence=10 (small pits filled), (c) persistence=100 (many real pits also filled). Flow network with high persistence does not look very realistic.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** Flow network on a TIN DEM: (a) persistence=10, (b) persistence=100.

5.3 Flow modeling

Two of the most important concepts in terrain flow modeling are flow routing and flow accumulation. Intuitively, flow routing is the assignment of flow directions to every point in a terrain in order to globally model how water flows through it. Flow accumulation then quantifies how much water flows through each point of the terrain if poured uniformly onto it. Flow routing and flow accumulation are the basis for computing other attributes such as drainage networks and watersheds.

We have developed scalable algorithms for a few most widely used flow routing methods (e.g., steepest descent method, $D_\infty$ method). One major issue in flow modeling is flow routing on flat areas, that is, assignment of flow direction to cells, vertices or triangles without any strict downslope neighbors. Flat areas can either be naturally present in a DEM, or (as commonly is the case) have been introduced by denoising or flooding. We are exploring a number of approaches (also in conjunction with the noise-removal step) and have implemented a few scalable algorithms. The existing algorithm that produce reasonable results are not scalable.

Building upon our TerraFlow project (http://www.cs.duke.edu/geo*/terraflow/), we have designed a developed a new version of TerraFlow to increase efficiency (both I/O and CPU computation) and stability. We have also increased the functionality in a number of ways. For example, we have added support for TIN DEMs (where flow directions are assigned to vertices), just as we have added support for flow modeling on terrains with sinks (i.e., the DEM is not flooded before routing and accumulation). We have also improved the SFD and MFD routing methods and added support for further user-specified routing methods; we are currently implementing $D_\infty$ using this feature. Support for user-specified flat area routing has also been added and we are in the processes of implementing other than the simple shortest spill-point path method.

5.4 Geospatial analysis and terrain change

Rapid evolution of laser scanning technology is dramatically changing the level of detail and type of information about the Earth surface that can be acquired repeatedly over large areas. Multiyear lidar surveys are becoming available for many regions, offering unprecedented insight into topographic change and land surface evolution. We have investigated and developed three approaches to analysis of terrain change from time series of raster DEMs: feature based method extracts geomorphological features from raster DEMs for each time snapshot using combination of parameters derived from gradients, curvatures and slope lines, and measures their vertical and horizontal migration; raster based method applies per-cell statistical analysis to raster DEM time series, generating new type of maps that characterize evolution of land surface while preserving the original spatial resolution of the DEM. multivariate functions are used to create a continuous spatio-temporal model of land surface evolution and analyze its rate of change in space and time.

Extraction and tracking of features. We use generalized bivariate smoothing spline with tension to create high resolution set of DEMs from different types of point cloud elevation data. Terrain parameters are derived simultaneously with approximation, at a level of detail needed for the identification and tracking of dynamic terrain features by selecting appropriate tension parameters. Topographic change measures are defined based on geomorphology of the studied site (e.g. coastal erosion, dune migration, floodplain) and extracted from all DEMs using mathematical description of each selected landform, resulting in a multitemporal series of maps representing evolution of
individual topographic features. The methodology was demonstrated for a case study that involved a complex sand dune migration; see Figure 5.

![Identification and quantification of a coastal dune terrain change](image)

**Figure 5.** Identification and quantification of a coastal dune terrain change: a) overlayed elevation surfaces showing SE migration (3-6m/y), deflation (0.3m/y) and rotation of the main dune ridge; b) change in Main dune slip-face - emergence of a new slip-face inside dune may affect mobility patterns; c) identification of stable and migrating dune crests - important for planning and management of areas in dune vicinity.

**Raster based analysis using per-cell statistics and map algebra.** Using univariate per-cell statistics we derive new raster maps characterizing spatial or temporal pattern of land surface evolution from series of DEMs $z(i,j,tk)$, measured at time snapshots $tk$, $k=1,n$. We define the core surface as a boundary between stable volume and a dynamic layer, while envelope represents outer boundary of the surface evolution within the given time period. Temporal aspect is captured by time of minimum elevation and time of maximum elevation raster maps. Spatial distribution of linear rate of change is represented by a map of regression line slope computed for each cell along with associated map of correlation coefficient value, mean elevation map and standard deviation map are more standard measures. We explored the possibilities to use these summary maps for highly efficient, automated extraction of information about structures, such as identification of new homes or structures lost during storms and the estimation of time of the observed change. Massive time series of sub-meter resolution DEMs have been processed for this type of analysis using the workflow developed for computation of grid-based DEMs (Figure 6). The approach is now being applied to large section of NC Outer banks and it is evaluated for identification of coastal hazards using leveraging support from the Sea Grant. See Figure 7.
Figure 6. Increasing lidar point density is improving the representation of subtle but important natural terrain features: (a) buildings and foredunes in 1999 data with average densities 1pt/2m grid; (b), (c) Similar features represented in 0.5m DEM computed from 2004 data with density 15pt/2m grid.

Multivariate functions. Building upon our previous research on modeling spatially and temporally distributed phenomena and analysis of topographic change we are exploring new concepts and measures for characterization of terrain dynamics based on multivariate function representation. The analysis based on time series of DEMs outlined above handles evolution over time as discrete events. To apply the full power of analysis based on multivariate differential geometry we represent land surface evolution as a trivariate function where the third dimension is time and elevation is the modelled variable (attribute). Then we can extract evolution of contours (e.g. shorelines) as isosurfaces and derive spatio-temporal gradients using partial derivatives of trivariate interpolation function and estimate the direction and rate of fastest elevation change in both space and time. This approach will be the focus of the project continuation and offers the most innovative approach to surface evolution analysis.

Figure 7. Coastal application: (a) core surface and envelope crossections, (b) identification of new (blue) and lost (red) homes from core and envelope surfaces, (c) isosurfaces representing evolution of 0.3m and 4.5m contours over time, top image shows time series of 0.3m contours for study period displayed in 2D image.
5.5 Watershed analysis

Extraction of streams from lidar-based DEMs in the US and SRTM globally offers automated, highly efficient approach for stream mapping. We have tested the efficiency of deriving statewide stream network representation at two levels of detail using combination of SRTM 90m and IFSARE 10m resolution data for the entire state of Panama with the higher resolution data available for the Panama canal region. Stream extraction was performed on each of the DEMs separately at their original resolutions and then on a seamless 30m resolution DEM with two levels of detail created by resampling and merging the IFSARE and SRTM using regularized spline with tension to ensure adequate routing for rivers flowing along the borders of the two DEMs. Combination of the new algorithms and increased memory reduced the computational time for this task from days to hours for the first year of the project, and to 15 minutes at the end of the project. See Figure 8. Despite the triple canopy tropical forest captured by the IFSARE and SRTM data the improved algorithms that avoid depression filling lead to the horizontal accuracy that is better than 1.5 grid cell resolution (15m for IFSARE, 45m for SRTM) in mountains and hilly terrain, however, errors are still high in coastal plains where combination with imagery is needed.

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8.** (a) Section of Panama SRTM DEM and streams with watershed boundaries extracted using existing GIS tools requiring tile-based processing; (b) SRTM DEM and streams extracted for entire Panama in a single run using r.terraflow processed faster than the much smaller section shown in (a); (c) section of Panama stream network derived from combined SRTM and IFSARE data reinterpolated and smoothed by RST to a common 30m resolution. SRTM was used where IFSARE was not available. Both r.terraflow and standard tools were tested for the combined DEM.

We have investigated standard and enhanced flow routing methods that allow us to take advantage of high resolution lidar data and extract stream networks and watershed hierarchies with accuracy and efficiency that exceeds the currently used practice. Using leveraging funding from related projects we have acquired field measured data for location of streams that provided us with unique opportunity to evaluate the algorithms in different environments, from tropical forest (Panama), undulating piedmont topography, urban terrain, to coastal plain. The gained knowledge was used to improve the algorithms that were developed for massive data sets. New research will be needed for development of algorithms that will perform flow routing and watershed analysis in developed (e.g., urban) areas, using combination of elevation surfaces and augmented data that take into account uncertainty in multiple data sources. Significance and Army Value The new algorithms provide Army with new capabilities to extract critical information such as stream networks and watershed...
hierarchies from large DEMs at significantly higher level of efficiency, accuracy and flexibility, and reduce the time between the data acquisition and delivery of core derived information for planning and decision making.

The multidimensional analysis of elevation data time series provides new approach to identification locations with highly unstable topography that may influence military activities. Classification of topography based on its sensitivity to change also provides important information on locations that need to be mapped with increased accuracy and shorter time interval.

5.6 Geometric data structures

Point location. Planar point location is a fundamental problem in computational geometry with important applications in GIS (as well as in many other application areas): Store a planar subdivision, i.e. a decomposition of the plane into polygonal regions induced by a straight-line planar graph, such that the region containing a query point can be found efficiently. We developed the first linear-space data structure for the dynamic version of the problem (where edges can be inserted or removed into/from the subdivision) that achieves logarithmic query time and polylogarithmic update time. We also developed a simpler optimal structure for the incremental problem; it supports queries and insertions in logarithmic time.

Range searching. Planar orthogonal range searching is a fundamental problem in computational geometry with important applications in GIS (as well as in many other application areas): Store a set of points in the plane such that the points in a query rectangle can be found efficiently. We developed a new cache-oblivious structure for the simpler two- and three-sided versions of the problem (where the rectangle is unbounded in two or one directions) with bounds matching the previous best known structure; a cache-oblivious structure is a structure that is efficient on all levels of a multi-level (possibly unknown) memory hierarchy. Our new structures a much simpler than the previously known structures and can be made semi-dynamic using standard techniques.

Handling mobile data. We study the problem of designing geometric data structures for moving objects under the so-called kinetic data structure (KDS) framework. As the objects move the data structure has to be updated when certain events occur. Because of uncertainty in data and numerical errors the event times cannot be computed exactly and events may be processed in a wrong order. In traditional KDS’s this can lead to major inconsistencies from which the data structure cannot recover. We present robust data structures for the maintenance of several fundamental structures, which overcome the difficulty by employing a refined event scheduling and processing technique. We prove that our data structures maintain the correct information except possibly at some finite number of short time intervals (namely the uncertainty intervals of the event-time computations). Even in these uncertainty intervals, we can bound the error in the data structure.

Continuous queries. A continuous query is a standing query over a data stream that, once issued by the user, needs to keep generating query results or changes to old results subject to the same query condition, as new data continue to arrive in a stream. This is in contrast to traditional queries, where each query is executed only once on a snapshot of the data set. The main challenge in continuous query processing is how to organize a large number of continuous queries in a scalable manner, so that for each incoming data update, one can quickly identify the subset of continuous queries
whose query results are affected by the update, and compute changes to the results of these affected queries.

We developed fast algorithms for processing continuous band-join queries, an important type of queries that naturally arises in many continuous query applications and forms the basis of more complex join queries. We further developed simple and practical data structures for processing continuous band-join queries as well as other join queries. Our key idea is to exploit clustering patterns in the query ranges so that the performance of the data structure depends on the degree of clusteredness. We expect that our technique will be useful in other areas of spatial database research besides continuous queries.

6 Technology Transfer

- TerraStream software package is publicly available at http://www.madalgo.au.dk/Trac-TerraSTREAM in standard installation packages for Windows, Linux, and Macintosh. It has been downloaded by more than twenty-five institutions and companies worldwide, including The World Bank Group, Risk Management Solutions, Jones Edmunds & Associates in USA; Ministry of Natural Resources and CARIS in Canada; and SURDEX, Kaya Consulting Limited, University of Weizburg, ATKINS Danmark, Hvidorre Municipality, and NIRAS in Europe. We are currently discussing software licensing to companies in US, Canada, and Denmark.

- Code enhancements were implemented in Open source GIS - the GRASS6.3 and the most recent GRASS6.4 release.

- Implementation of the developed workflows as GIS-based modules in Python is planned for GRASS7 as well as an on-line tutorial following the format of successful on-line GIS-based erosion modeling tutorial.

- The results of this research were also used for the development of high resolution (10m) seamless topobathy for entire North Carolina coast prepared with RENCI for NC DENR as input for coastal NC flooding maps and the project has been extended up to New Jersey coast.
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- Arge has also visited ERDC and TEC and presented his work there.

- Mitasova has been coordinating the research with Mr. James Rogers and Michael Campbell from TEC and Dr. Ehlschlaeger and S. Tweddale from CERL.